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“I thought you kid in the inside of the good food and drink, stay happy not to think about it!” 

As soon as he saw Ji Feng, Xiang Yongzhan couldn’t help but say, “How about it, it’s very comfortable to 

stay here, right?” 

Ji Feng said, “It’s okay.” 

Xiang Yongzhuang: “……” 

“You kid can really stay!” Xiang Yongzhan couldn’t help but give a cold snort and said, “Do you know 

what’s going on outside? Wu family and Chen family now already intend to put you to death, your home 

in as full as possible to counterattack, but now it seems that although you can hit them hard, but also 

can not stop them to you, you actually can still stay here in a leisurely manner!” 

Ji Feng laughed: “What else could I do? Follow your proposal to join the army and become an active 

duty soldier? That way I can write off the matter of killing people?” 

Although the military is out of local control, but it does not mean that the military can kill at will, no one 

has the right to kill at will! 

Besides, if you join the army, maybe these things in Hashi are likely to be more troublesome, just 

temporarily postponed. 

Ji Feng will definitely not do such a dragging thing! 

Xiang Yongzhan said: “But this at least has a certain buffer time, otherwise you may have to go to jail 

now, if it is not good, the Wu family and Chen family in which then make some bad, maybe you are 

heavily sentenced are possible!” 

Ji Feng spread his hands and said, “Then what can I do?” 

Xiang Yongzhan: “……” 

Depressed, Xiang Yongzhan had to stifle smoking, his lung capacity is amazing, a few puffs to a cigarette, 

reached out to extinguish the cigarette raw, and then he asked, “So you really plan to stay here?” 

Ji Feng shook his head: “Of course not, I asked you to come over, just for this matter!” 

Xiang Yongzhan asked, “What do you mean?” 

Ji Feng said, “I want to see your father, to be precise, I want your father to come here to see me!” 

“……” 

Xiang Yongzhan then looked at Ji Feng with some suspicion, and did not speak for a long time. 

Ji Feng frowned and said, “What’s wrong? Why are you looking at me like that? Is there something on 

my face or what?” 

Xiang Yongzhan asked hesitantly, “So what …… old brother, are you sure no one beat you up when you 

were managed here, or …… did the guards here use any tactics on you? ” 



“Of course not, why do you ask?” Ji Feng asked. 

“I just want to know if your brain has been beaten out.” Xiang Yongzhan said. 

“……” 

“Otherwise, how else would you suddenly talk nonsense?” Xiang Yongzheng said. 

“What nonsense did I say?” Ji Feng asked. 

Xiang Yongzhan said, “If I tell you now, let your father come all the way to the northeast to see me, will 

you think I’m out of my mind?” 

Ji Feng: “……” 

He couldn’t help but laugh: “I thought what was wrong …… Lao Xiang, I’m not kidding with you, I really 

want to see your father! Of course, if possible, of course, I should visit him personally, but the problem 

is, I am not now locked up, can not get out ah, so I can only condescend to your father to come over a 

trip!” 

Xiang Yongzhan rubbed his eyebrows, said: “finished, it seems that you kid is really brain problems …… 

old brother, my old man at least that is also a general, not anyone can call on, right? Besides, even if it’s 

just a signature, it’s always something to do, right? Just one word from you, and he drops his work and 

comes here to see you? Do you think it’s possible?” 

Ji Feng laughed: “Old Xiang you are modest, your father is not just a signature ……” 

Just kidding! 

As a general in the army, if Xiang Yongzhan’s father only knows to sign and do nothing else, then I’m 

afraid there is really no future for this Chinese army. 

This is obviously a bit of an exaggeration for Xiang Yongzhan to say. 

“Old Xiang, I really have very important things to find your father, you only need to help me convey, as 

for your father to come or not, it has nothing to do with you, how is it?” Ji Feng asked. 

Xiang Yongzhan blurted out, “I don’t think it’s good!” 

Ji Feng could not help but to sun. 

Xiang Yongzhan hummed: “Kid, what do you have to say to me directly, if it is appropriate, I will help you 

convey.” 

Ji Feng asked, “Then what if you don’t think it’s appropriate?” 

Xiang Yongzhan said very dryly, “Then you don’t even have to say it.” 

Ji Feng: “……” 

After a pause, Ji Feng had to say, “Okay …… you just say this to your father, what I am going to say is 

about the laser gun.” 

Xiang Yongzhan’s face suddenly changed and looked at Ji Feng in consternation: “Laser gun?!” 



Ji Feng nodded: “That’s right! Laser gun!” 

…… 

Yanjing, East Sixth Street Courtyard, the old man Ji, who just woke up from his lunch break, was slightly 

surprised, because the guest who came to visit today could be considered a rare guest. 

“Old chief, I’ve come to visit you!” The one who came to visit, is an old man who also has a full head of 

white hair, speaks but has some northeastern accent, although with a smile on his face, but slightly 

seems to have some rustiness. 

“Chen ……” Elder Ji frowned as if he was thinking of the old man’s name. 

“Yes old chief, I’m Xiao Chen ah.” The old man surnamed Chen said with a smile. 

Elder Ji then nodded slightly, did not show a dazed look, just nodded: “So it is Xiao Chen na …… sit.” 

The old man surnamed Chen then said with a smile, “Thank you, old head.” 

After he sat down, own service staff to pour tea, but not far from the Tielong is a slight frown, of course 

he knows who this Chen old man is, but also clearer, Ji old man is not his old head, of course, if 

according to seniority and level, he does have to call Ji old man as the head, but not his old head … … 

After the two exchanged pleasantries for a moment, the old man surnamed Chen went straight to the 

point and said, “Old chief, I’m here today to ask for your apologies ……” 

“Oh?” Elder Ji responded noncommittally. 

“I think the old head should know all about what happened in the northeast, I came today to ask the old 

head to forgive me for not being strict in ruling my family, shame on me!” Chen surnamed old man said, 

“really unexpected, my grandson is really a sinful, their own wrongdoing is just, should be punished by 

what punishment, but unexpectedly also dragged the old chief’s grandson, this is ……” 

“The chief’s grandson did things, that is his own claim, not who dragged in, and may not be wrong!” Tie 

Long suddenly said, his eyes a little unkind, this surnamed Chen a sentence to the little monkey said with 

Han Yang became a hill of beans, really abominable! 

The old man surnamed Chen just choked, but after all, people are old and sophisticated, just smiled, 

then said: “Old chief, this matter is a thousand mistakes are my fault, I only hope that the old chief can 

be open-minded, for the sake of the country I also once contributed to, give that bastard another 

chance!” 

What? 

Tie Long’s eyebrows went up, this person is too much! 

The old man surnamed Chen said so, he clearly wants to excuse Han Yang, listening to this meaning, it 

seems that he still wants Han Yang to get out of it unharmed? 

Master Ji looked calm and said, “Little Chen, your intention is clear to me, how about this, I’m getting 

old and I suddenly like to play chess again, how about we have a game?” 



The old man surnamed Chen was overjoyed and said, “Old Chief, I’d like to do as you wish!” 

Then, the two sides came to sit under the big tree in the middle of the courtyard, the chess pieces were 

set up, Elder Ji made a gesture of invitation, and the old man Chen smiled: “Then I’ll go first …… when 

the head gun!” 

The two sides you to me, kill is very intense. 

“Pop!” 

Suddenly, the old man surnamed Chen ate one of Elder Ji’s horses and said, “Old chief, this time I am 

slightly superior, offended.” 

But Elder Ji only smiled slightly and said, “Both sides are killing each other, there is no offense, even if it 

takes my old bones apart!” 

The old man surnamed Chen said, “The old chief is joking.” 

Elder Ji said, “However, the initial advantage is a good sign, but may not be able to maintain to the end, 

laugh to the end, is the winner, in addition, do not think you are underestimating the opponent, 

otherwise, it will be a loss …… pop! Eat cannon!” 

A cannon of the old man surnamed Chen was eaten by the big car of the old man Ji! 

The old man surnamed Chen could not help but nod his head and said, “The old chief has taught me a 

lesson, then I will think carefully again ……” 

Gradually, the game was about to end. 

The old man surnamed Chen said, “Old Chief, I have listened to your teachings and maintained my 

advantage, and by now this game is almost finished, I still have the advantage.” 

Elder Ji said, “It seems that you are going to win?” 

Old man Chen said, “Actually, I can see that the old head is letting me win. …… Old head, I think, let’s call 

this game a draw!” 

However, Elder Ji’s face suddenly sank: “No draw!” 

The old man surnamed Chen’s face remained unchanged, he just said smilingly, “Old Chief, if we don’t 

make a draw, you will lose, but I don’t dare to win Old Chief, how about a draw?” 

But Elder Ji shook his head and said, “I said, no draw!” 

The old man Chen’s face was not so good and he said, “Old Chief, can’t you give Chen a face and give the 

kid a chance? Besides, this game is now at the end, I just need to make the last move and I win ……” 

Elder Ji said, “Xiao Chen, chess pieces are dead, but people are alive! I send you a word of caution, you 

have once contributed to the country, the country will always remember your meritorious service. 

However, your merits will not guarantee your children and grandchildren generations of glory and 

prosperity, illustrious for a lifetime! Too much pampering of children is not good for them, it is harming 

them!” 



“The old chief is right, but now it’s too late to talk about it, there must be a chance to change!” The old 

man surnamed Chen said, “Old Chief, I don’t want to win, I just want to make peace ……” 

“Pop!” 

No sooner had he finished his words than he suddenly saw Elder Ji move a chess piece and land heavily, 

immediately, the situation on the chessboard changed immediately, Elder Ji, who was about to be put to 

death by the general, suddenly became the general’s side, and the situation instantly became 

unfavorable to the old man surnamed Chen. 

“As I said, chess pieces are dead, but people are alive!” Elder Ji said. 

With that, he stood up and walked towards the house, leaving the old man surnamed Chen alone staring 

at the chessboard. 
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“Old Chief ……” 

“Hmm?!” 

Tie Long fiercely glared, stood up from the chair, stared at the old man surnamed Chen who wanted to 

come forward, despite already being full of white hair, but Tie Long just stood there, his body emitted a 

brawny aura, so that the old man surnamed Chen could not help but change color! 

The old man surnamed Chen opened his mouth, but did not say anything, in the end, can only gloomily 

turn around and leave! 

After the old man surnamed Chen left, Tie Long could not help but coldly snort, the look in his eyes 

remained stern. 

…… If it were not for this old man’s grandson’s nonsense in the northeast, how could the little monkey 

be trapped in the northeast, and now likely to face jail? 

What’s more, those police officers who intercepted the little monkey were sent by water? 

This old thing dare to say that he did not know? 

It can be said that the little monkey this time planted in the northeast, the old thing is at least half 

responsible, how can Tie Long have a good look at him? 

Tie Long grunted and returned to the house, and saw Ji Lao sitting on a chair sipping tea. He came this 

time, is to think that he caught your handle, think that little Feng is in his control, he wants to pinch a 

hand, what pinch a hand, he is using this to negotiate with you!” 

Ji Lao smiled and said, “Negotiation, if you do not even let people in the door, and how to talk?” 

Tie Long said, “When he and his son went to the West Mountain, they didn’t want to come here to 

negotiate, right?” 

Ji Lao said, “It makes sense for him to go to the West Mountain, Martial Elder owes him a favor, so of 

course he has to go there to seek help, but it just looks like Martial Elder seems to have rejected him.” 



Tie Long, however, grunted and said, “What Wu Lao, old man Wu only …… chief, little monkey there 

……” 

Ji Lao waved his hand and said, “I have it in mind, Zhenhua will take care of it!” 

Tie Long was relieved and said, “Old Chief, this time you refused this old thing, I’m afraid that next he 

will be ruthless!” 

Ji Lao said, “Ruthless, but also need to be tough themselves.” 

Perhaps confirming Tielong’s words, the Chen family’s frustration with the Ji family’s peacemaking 

seemed to be the turning point of the whole matter. On the day the Chen family’s old man returned to 

the northeast from Yanjing, the game between the two sides suddenly became intense. 

Almost from this moment, the two sides could be said to have reached the stage of bayoneting. 

The two sides killed each other extraordinarily fiercely, and the Ji family, as if they knew that they might 

not be able to save Ji Feng, launched the most powerful attack on the Wu family and Chen family’s camp 

like crazy. 

The strength of the attack, even the old man of the Wu family in the western mountain retirement were 

alarmed, it is said that he also called the oldest Wu family Wu Zhengxiang to ask the situation, but the 

heavy losses so Wu Zhengxiang can not help but heartache dripping blood, and would not dare to tell 

the old man all truthfully? 

He was really afraid that the old man was afraid that after he knew that he could not wait for Ji Feng to 

be taken down, he was so angry that he died! 

Recently the old man’s health is not very good! 

…… thus also be able to see, the two sides of the big game to what degree of intensity, even Wu 

Zhengxiang feel some unbearable! 

However, how fierce the Ji family’s offensive, but can not save Ji Feng. 

When the investigation team once again applied to the prosecutor’s office in Ha, it was finally approved. 

This also means that from now on, the nature of Ji Feng in the detention center has changed – the police 

can formally arrest him at any time! 

At the same time, in the compound of the Municipal Party Committee of Ha, the secretary’s office was 

having another secret conversation and arrangement. 

“Secretary Luo ……” Fang Wei looked at Luo Lin, the municipal party secretary of Ha, and smiled bitterly. 

“This was arranged by a personal call from Minister Ji!” Luo Lin said, “There is no choice but to work 

hard for you to make a trip, I believe they will certainly understand, you are also for work.” 

Fang Wei said with a bitter smile, “Secretary Luo, if I go this time, I’m really going to be hated by them!” 

Seeing the bitter smile on Fang Wei’s face, Luo Lin was also a bit embarrassed, this matter is indeed not 

easy to do ah. 



Just before this, Luo Lin received a call from Ji Zhenhua personally, asking him to arrange someone to go 

to the detention center to monitor Ji Feng, to prevent Ji Feng from messing up. 

But the problem is, this is not a good job ah! 

Previously, Fang Wei led people to put Ji Feng in the detention center, already made those few gentry 

who were close to Ji Feng very annoyed, if this time go again, then Ji Shaodong and other people really 

want to hate him to death. 

It is not a good thing to be thought of by such a group of people. 

After a pause, Luo Lin said: “Director Fang, I know this thing makes you a little difficult, but there is no 

way, now I have no one available on hand, only you, so it can only be you!” 

Since the big game between the Ji family and the Wu family, Chen family, in fact, the people underneath 

these people have begun to stand, but the influence of the Chen family in the northeast is still too big, 

plus a Wu family, the result was that those who were closer to Luo Lin’s cadres, also alienated him, the 

Chen family side is more and more dependent people! 

To exaggerate, Luo Lin has now almost become a loner! 

If not, how would he go directly to order Fang Wei, the titular deputy director? 

So Luo Lin is also very helpless. 

Fang Wei of course also understands Luo Lin’s situation at the moment, but the problem is that this is 

not a good job ah, to put it nicely is to monitor Ji Feng, to prevent him from messing up, but to put it 

nicely, this is to assist the investigation team to force the official arrest of Ji Feng, to ensure that the 

process will not appear any accident. 

This is simply become the Wu family and Chen family’s accomplice ah! 

“Secretary Luo, how could Minister Ji he …… give such an order?!” Fang Wei is really a bit puzzled, Ji 

Feng is Minister Ji’s own son, which has such harm to his own son? 

“Director Fang, think carefully, what’s fishy about this order?” Luo Lin did not rush to answer, but asked 

instead. 

“Fishy?” 

Fang Wei said, “This order itself is dog fishy!” 

What kind of father is so eager to send his son to prison? Is it so easy to exterminate a parent in a great 

righteousness? Fang Wei has been working for so many years, but he has not seen many people who 

can exterminate their relatives in a righteous manner, the so-called tiger poison does not eat the son, 

like the Ji family such a large family that is more focused on the concept of clan, but the Ji Minister gave 

such an order, is not it very strange? 

Luo Lin smiled faintly: “This is not it?” 

Fang Wei was slightly stunned, and then asked, “Secretary Luo, Minister Ji is …… another intention?” 



The first thing that I remember is that there was a case of injustice in Donglu Province, where the head 

of a police station had a grudge against a local village chief, and as a result, he was wrongly accused of 

committing a crime and sent people to arrest the village chief, but when he was arrested, because the 

village chief cursed a few words, he was killed by the head of the police station for resisting arrest. ……” 

“Swish!” 

Luo Lin’s words have not even finished, Fang Wei steeply opened his eyes: “Secretary Luo, you mean 

that they are likely to lay hands on Ji Feng in the process of formal arrest ……?” 

This speculation just flashed in his mind, Fang Wei was abruptly shocked out of a cold sweat. 

He suddenly understood that the minister gave this order, there is to ask him to spy on Ji Feng, is clearly 

to ask him to spy on the investigation team and the police officers involved in this matter, to prevent 

them from suddenly laying a black hand in the process! 

Imagine, if Ji Feng was really killed on the charge of resisting arrest, at that time, even if the Ji family 

how annoyed, even if all the investigation team to clean up, what can be? 

Anyway, Ji Feng died, the Ji family broke an arm, suffered a heavy blow! 

“Director Fang, go ahead, this mission is very important!” Luo Lin said, “Do you remember that day?” 

“Remember!” Fang Wei immediately nodded, he knew which day Luo Lin was talking about, it was the 

day Ji Feng captured Han Yang. 

“At that time, there was someone hiding in the crowd to kill Ji Feng!” Luo Lin said, “You have a heavy 

responsibility on your shoulders, Director Fang, be vigilant and alert!” 

Fang Wei finally understood, he nodded heavily and said, “Please ask Secretary Luo to tell Minister Ji, 

Fang Wei promises to complete the task!” 

…… 

Ha City, inside the detention center located in the suburbs, Ji Feng was once again arraigned. 

However, this time what was waiting for him was not the usual old interrogation, but several people in 

police uniforms, and of course, not a few ‘old acquaintances’ from the investigation team. 

“Ji Feng, according to the approval of the Ha Procuratorate, you are now officially arrested, this is the 

notice, please sign it!” A police officer said coldly. 

“Arrested?” 

Ji Feng raised his eyebrows. 

The policeman’s face immediately sank: “Yes, arrest, sign this immediately!” 

Ji Feng immediately frowned, his eyes glanced from the police officer’s slightly shifted hands, his eyes 

were a little cold, the police officer’s waist behind the pistol! 

Ji Feng stared at the policeman for a moment, the other side sullen face, drinking: “Sign on this 

immediately!” 



“What if I don’t sign?” Ji Feng asked. 

“Then we can arrest you just the same!” The policeman said, “Take it away!” 

Ji Feng frowned and said, “This is the guardhouse, where do you want to take me to? 

The policeman sneered, “For a felon like you, of course you should be closely guarded, cut the crap and 

go!” 

Ji Feng did not resist, but followed the police officers into the car with great cooperation. 

The car soon drove out of the detention center, gradually, into the suburbs, Ji Feng narrowed his eyes, 

cold light flashed in his eyes, he realized that this is unusual. 

It is reasonable to say that even if he was formally arrested, he was held in the guardhouse nearby, 

there is no need to transfer him again. 

What’s more, these police officers who were escorting him could have had a bad look on their faces …… 

“Send a message to whom?” Suddenly, Ji Feng asked, “To send a message to someone?” 

“Shut up!” 

A police officer hurriedly put the phone away and shouted coldly, “If you dare to talk nonsense again, 

believe it or not, I will shoot you now!” 

Ji Feng said, “Then you try?” 

The policeman stared at him, his eyes fierce: “Humph! You’re still so arrogant when you’re dead, you 

don’t know how to live!” 

Ji Feng then nodded, dead to the end …… really good! 

Subsequently, Ji Feng did not say anything else, only occasionally glanced at the police officers, but with 

a touch of killing in the eyes, these people are very powerful ah! 
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Ji Feng was handcuffed and shackled, sitting in a police car with a specially installed security window, 

being escorted to an unknown destination. 

The police officers in the car all looked alert, two of them even put their hands directly on the gun 

handle, obviously, as long as Ji Feng dares to resist, or if there is any movement, I’m afraid they will 

shoot on the spot! 

Ji Feng eyes cold, although these few people he has not put in the eyes, especially in such a small space, 

as long as Ji Feng willing, at any time like killing a chicken to kill these people, but he did not move, he 

wanted to see, the other side in the end what tricks, the mastermind behind this in the end is who! 

From the time the Chen family sent the police to intercept him, there were two people hiding in the 

crowd trying to assassinate him, Ji Feng wanted to know who was behind the attempt to kill him, but 

just never had the opportunity to interrogate that killer, and now, someone actually came to this set 

again. 



Moreover, the other party can actually directly instruct the police, really powerful! 

“Buzz ……” 

Suddenly, a roar of an engine came faintly, the sound was loud, sounded very much like a truck, and not 

just any small truck …… 

A few moments later, I saw a dumper truck coming head-on down the road, the model was huge and 

the speed was quite fast. 

Several police officers took a look, the police officer driving immediately to the side of the steering 

wheel, driving encounters such large trucks will subconsciously avoid, Ji Feng also did not care too much, 

just think that the speed of this dump truck is too fast, some less safe. 

But suddenly, with the police car to the side to avoid, the big truck suddenly direction a deviation, but 

straight towards the police car crashed over. 

“Watch out!” 

A police officer shouted in panic. 

Several other police officers also hurriedly shouted, the police officer driving a steering wheel, but it was 

too late, the speed of the police car was already fast, plus the speed of the dump truck is fast and 

frightening, or suddenly crashed over, so that the people in the car simply do not have any reaction 

time, in the blink of an eye, the two cars are only ten meters away from each other! 

Several police officers in the police car was scared out of their wits, only to know the shouting in fear, 

even too late to make any reaction. 

Ji Feng’s eyes flashed coldly, he leaned back, a terrifying force burst out from his legs, and kicked the car 

door fiercely. 

“Pop!” 

The special car door was kicked open by him, and Ji Feng sat up violently, jumped down with a long 

jump, rolled on the ground, and rolled on the road for an unknown number of times. 

“Clang–!” 

A loud sound, the dumper instantly hit the police car, in a flash, the police car directly to the bottom of 

the dumper, but the huge inertia of the dumper is to make the car still did not stop after the collision, 

but continued to rush forward a full dozen meters, has been hit on the side of the road on the trees, 

before stopping! 

Ji Feng could even clearly see that the two cars collided for a moment, the police car directly deflated! 

A tragic scene, so Ji Feng could not help but back chills! 

There is no doubt that the people on the police car definitely will not survive! 

Ji Feng got up from the ground, staring at the dump truck, the cold light in his eyes flashed …… This is an 

accidental car accident, or a man-made tragedy? 



That police that phone is trying to contact who? 

Ji Feng thought of this, without saying a word to the dump truck, but at this time, but suddenly heard 

the dump truck actually started up again. 

“Buzz ……” 

The dump truck was actually reversing, and then, Ji Feng saw the driver in the car, was staring at himself 

with fierce eyes, reversing, turning, and then accelerating. 

Dump truck, unexpectedly began to come towards Ji Feng! 

“Son of a bitch!” 

Ji Feng immediately cursed in anger, where at this moment he did not understand, this is definitely not 

an accident, this is someone wants his life! 

The dumper’s engine roared madly, bursting out the maximum power, making the original bulky dumper 

quickly brought up the speed! 

Ji Feng’s face remained unchanged, squatting down and grabbing the shackles, doing his best to push 

the bio-current, at the moment he was wearing shackles on his feet, he had to break the shackles before 

he could comfortably dodge. 

“Boom~!” 

In a flash, a gunshot suddenly came from behind, only to see that the driver of the dump truck suddenly 

emerged from the head of a blood splash, immediately, he fell headlong, lying on the steering wheel. 

However, this made the steering wheel deflected, the dumper suddenly turned, directly towards the 

direction next to Ji Feng rushed. 

“Clang–!” 

Dump truck once again hit a large tree on the side of the road, finally stopped, the engine also turned 

off. 

Ji Feng slowly stood up, looked back and saw a black unmarked car parked not far from the road. 

In that car, Qin Feiyu hit the near and far light switch twice in a row, and the lights flashed twice, 

seemingly signaling to Ji Feng. 

Ji Feng made a gesture, the car Qin Feiyu then nodded, took out his cell phone, quickly dialed the police: 

“Hey, police, there was a car accident ……” 

“Woo woo~~ woo woo~~” 

When the siren came and the police arrived all the way, Qin Feiyu had already driven away. Just let Ji 

Feng some surprise is that the police officer who came was Fang Wei! 

Fang Wei stunned looking at everything in front of him, with an extremely stunned look on his face, his 

heart is even a huge shock, do those people really dare to do it?! 



“This …… Mr. Ji, you, are you all right?” Fang Wei asked nervously, even when he saw Ji Feng standing 

there, he was still incredibly nervous, this car accident scene …… was too tragic! 

“I’m fine.” 

Ji Feng shook his head and said, “However, a kind person passing by helped call the police, and also left 

a car recorder, said it recorded the picture when the crash occurred, Director Fang can take a look.” 

Fang Wei hurriedly asked, “Where?” 

Ji Feng then pointed to a direction, Fang Wei immediately sent people to find, and indeed found a car 

recorder on the roadside a dozen meters away. 

“To avoid suspicion, this recorder from beginning to end I have not seen or touched!” Ji Feng saw that 

the police officer picked up the recorder with his own clothes across, so he explained a sentence. 

“Good! Good ……” Fang Wei could not say anything more and hurriedly put on his gloves and took the 

recorder. 

However, when he saw the entire process captured by the recorder, his face changed: “This, this …… Mr. 

Ji, you said it was left by a kind person?” 

Ji Feng nodded and said, “That’s right. What’s the problem?” 

Fang Wei said, “But …… that shot seems to be fired by this kind-hearted person, right? He …… killed that 

dump truck driver ah!” 

Ji Feng said: “That’s why I said he was a good man, did not you see, if that person shot a little slower, I’m 

afraid I’m going to be crushed into pulp by the dump truck!” 

Fang Wei suddenly had a bit of a headache, this is a kind-hearted man? This is a kind-hearted person 

who killed someone, okay? 

But the problem is, this person killed to save people, which …… this is simply a mess! 

But soon Fang Wei could not help but gnash his teeth, and no matter how messy it really is, but now 

there are actually people who want to lay hands on Ji Feng, which makes Fang Wei’s heart darkly 

astonished. 

The first thing you need to do is to get the best out of it. 

Who is it that has the audacity to be so vicious? 

The company has been formally arrested, but still want his life not? 

The thought of this, Fang Wei behind can not help but some cold sweat, dare so to Ji Feng, so hate Ji 

Feng, the head and can not be small? 

I’m afraid that this is a secret game between several powerful families, right? 

Fang Wei did not dare to think about it, and could not delay, hurriedly accompanied Ji Feng back to the 

detention center, while leaving people to clean up the scene, waiting for the arrival of other police. 



However, on the way to the detention center, Fang Wei received a phone call, stunned beyond belief: 

“What? You’re waiting at the guardhouse?” 

A moment later, Fang Wei put down the phone and turned his head to Ji Feng, “They said that the police 

officer in charge of arresting you is waiting in the guardhouse.” 

“Hmm?” 

Ji Feng immediately frowned: “Then what happened to the police officers who just ran over?” 

Fang Wei said, “It is unknown for the time being …… maybe they are fake, maybe ……” 

“Fake?” 

Ji Feng smiled and shook his head, said: “No, the investigation team was still following, if they are fake, 

then the investigation team and the guardhouse people are what to eat? 

Fang Wei was a choke, then gritted his teeth and said, “Don’t worry, I will definitely pursue this matter 

to the end!” 

Ji Feng did not speak, not that he did not believe Fang Wei, but he knew very well that even if this 

matter is pursued, there may not be any results, and even if there are results, I am afraid that the 

evidence can not be found. 

On this point, Ji Feng thought he was no match for some people, he never liked to play this kind of 

intrigue, much less assassination, but some people are happy to play, and even addicted! 

On the way back, the news that Ji Feng was ‘held hostage’ in the suburbs and almost killed reached the 

ears of many people, and once again, it caused an uproar! 

Luo Lin was astonished, the Yao family was surprised, and the Wu family was equally astonished. 

“Who did this?” Wu Zhengxiang gritted his teeth and said, “Stupid! What is this to trap our Martial 

Family into? Whoever this person is, they definitely do not have good intentions, we must find out who 

did this!” 

Wu Zhengmin did not say anything, but only slightly squinted his eyes, not knowing what he was 

thinking. 

Wu Zhengxiang saw this, could not help but say: “Big brother, it seems that there are other forces 

intervene, the other party wants Ji Feng’s life, but in the end will be implicated by our family, this is 

trying to kill two birds with one stone ah!” 

Wu Zhengmin said, “It’s normal for someone to want to fish in troubled waters. Find out who did it!” 

Wu Zhengxiang said, “Big brother, isn’t Zhiyong in the Northeast? Could this matter be his momentary 

brain fever ……” 

“It won’t be him!” Wu Zhengmin waved his hand and said, “Although Zhiyong sometimes makes 

mistakes, but it is not so confused!” 

“…… That’s true!” Wu Zhengxiang nodded and said, “Then I’ll go make the arrangements.” 



Ji family. 

“Boom!” 

When Ji Zhenhua received the news, he was instantly shaken with rage, raised his hand violently and 

endured several times, which forced him not to lose his temper and slam the phone down, but after he 

took a few deep breaths and tried to calm himself down, he stood up abruptly. 

“Pop!” 

Ji Zhenhua hung up the phone, his face was unprecedentedly serious, he took out his cell phone and 

dialed a number: “It’s me, follow the previous arrangement to do …… someone wants Xiao Feng’s life, 

only in advance, this time, I want to beat them to the bone!” 
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“Ring ……” 

Ji Zhenhua had just put down the phone when the landline on his desk suddenly rang, and he casually 

picked up the phone. 

A moment later, Ji Zhenhua’s face but suddenly flashed a look of surprise: “What?” 

“I know.” 

Ji Zhenhua hung up the phone and couldn’t help but frown, saying to himself, “How did this kid do 

that?” 

And then, he picked up the phone again and dialed a number: “Don’t move for now, the situation has 

changed ……” 

Xiang family? 

Ji Zhenhua some doubts, Ji Feng and Xiang Yongzhan’s relationship is good, this he knows, but …… 

…… 

Along the way, Fang Wei one after another phone call was made, some were reporting, some were 

arranging something, when they arrived at the detention center, the investigation team and some police 

officers from the Ha Municipal Bureau were about to make a formal arrest of Ji Feng, but just then, 

someone arrived again. 

“Ji Feng is a special consultant of our military, a key protection figure, no one has the right to arrest 

him!” 

The arrival of a team of soldiers took everyone by surprise, especially when those present saw the 

shoulder patch on the shoulder of the person at the head of the team. 

This is …… 

“This is the Central Investigation Team working on a case, may I ask if you are ……” One of the 

investigators tried to ask the gang of soldiers the reason for their arrival. 



“Humph!” 

A soldier said aloud, “This is to the Chief of Liberation!” 

Boom~! 

At once, everyone present could not help but feel dizzy for a moment, stunned beyond measure as they 

looked at the middle-aged man who was not very tall, but had a different aura. 

To liberation! 

This is a name that is very earthy nowadays, but anyone who is slightly familiar with the structure and 

characters of the military world has basically heard of this name. 

The family head of the Xiang Jiefang family, the chief of the military, can be said to be the mainstay of 

the military’s young generation, in addition to those old masters, it is the most dazzling Xiang Jiefang. 

Especially from the central investigation group of several people, but also in the heart of horror, even 

dare not look directly at the liberation. 

Because, this is definitely an extremely powerful big man! 

Putting aside the identity of the liberation, alone, he is a very legendary figure, it is said that he did not 

go to school, very young to join the army, when the self-defense counterattack, because the old man 

thought he was too impetuous, pressed him not to promote, only let him do a small company 

commander. 

However, he led a company, in the melee all the way to the enemy’s command, and captured alive a 

senior general at the level of army commander, which caused a sensation at the time. 

Because he took his men and knocked out the other side’s chain of command, it caused chaos and 

resulted in a major victory for the Chinese army. 

The most crucial thing is that the company that Xiang Jiefang led only sacrificed a few people! 

From that time onwards, the liberation was finally recognized by the old man and began the road to 

promotion, and he could afford his promotion, whether it was the border war with India, or other small 

wars and a series of emergencies, he was in command and made a lot of credit. 

By today, he is already a mainstay of the military, is a mention of the Chinese military let the world’s 

military can not avoid the character. 

Not only him, to the family’s second to General Cheng, but also the world’s famous hawkish figures, 

external has always advocated tough, even in some secret competition have his figure appeared, if it is 

said that there is no to the liberation of the authorization, I am afraid no one believes it. 

Such a person, but suddenly appeared in this detention center, how can the people present not 

shocked? 

What’s more, what did they hear just now? 

Ji Feng is a special advisor of the military, is a key protection figure? 



What does this mean? 

“Although Ji Feng is not an active duty soldier, he is a key protection figure for the military, and 

everything he does is related to military secrets!” Xiang Jiefang said in a deep voice: “Now, I’m going to 

take him away, do you have any comments?” 

“Ah?!” 

Everyone was frozen! 

“Chief Xiang, this ……” 

“If anyone has an opinion, they can mention it to me directly!” Xiang Jiefang is not giving them a chance 

to speak at all, said in a deep voice: “In addition, I heard that Ji Feng was treated unjustly here, this 

matter, the military will retain the right to pursue!” 

“……” 

The crowd couldn’t help but stare. 

At this time, a soldier shouted, “Do not open the handcuffs and shackles of Mr. Ji!” 

The people of the investigation team were numb and clawed, and the Ha police were equally numb and 

clawed, they really did not expect to encounter such a situation, in front of Xiang Jiefang, they were not 

even qualified to speak. 

“Chief Xiang, but Ji Feng is currently still a suspect ……” someone from the investigation team is not 

dead, said carefully. 

“What suspect? He is our military’s special advisor, don’t make me repeat myself!” Xiang Jiefang pointed 

at the man, “You are fortunate that you are not my soldier!” 

The man then turned pale with fear. Although he was working for the Wu Family, it was definitely not 

like being targeted by Xiang Jiefang. Otherwise, the Wu family may not even be able to protect him! 

Besides, the Wu family might not be able to offend Xiang Jiefang for him! 

“Open up!” 

An officer barked, “Someone will naturally deal with your leaders about the rest!” 

Eventually, a police officer came up and opened the handcuffs and shackles for Ji Feng, and then Xiang 

Jiefang didn’t even say another word, took Ji Feng and left the detention center directly, leaving only the 

investigation team and the Ha Municipal Bureau standing there dumbfounded! 

“What should we …… do?” Someone asked dumbfounded. 

“What else can we do? Can we still snatch people back?” Someone grunted, “Report it to the top!” 

…… 



Just when the people of the investigation team were busy reporting to the top, they had already gotten 

into the car and were on their way to the Black Province Military Division, and Xiang Jiefang stared at Ji 

Feng with a serious face. 

Ji Feng smiled and said, “Chief Xiang, you are ……” 

“Ji Feng, what you said before is all true?!” Xiang Jiefang asked in a deep voice. 

“It’s true!” 

Ji Feng nodded slightly and said, “It’s true! Only, there are still some small problems at the moment.” 

Only then did Xiang Jiefang nodded slowly and said, “This is not the place to talk, wait until we get back, 

kid, you better not be lying to me, otherwise, even if Ji Zhenhua comes, I’ll break your legs in front of 

him!” 

Ji Feng laughed: “Chief Xiang, do I have to lie to you? If I just want to get out in peace, I just need to 

come up with the illusory three-dimensional light screen technology, and that’s enough, or I simply find 

my brother-in-law will not do? And why do I need to play this joke with you?” 

Xiang Jiefang said: “Right, it is this illusory three-dimensional light screen technology, that several 

experts comrades are also very interested ……” 

Ji Feng immediately said, “Chief Xiang, you are trying to take advantage of the fire?” 

Xiang Jiefang’s face sank: “What words!” 

Immediately he also laughed: “Since you have this ability, shouldn’t you do more for the country? 

Thanks to you, you are still the son of Minister Ji, no awareness at all?” 

Ji Feng said: “I am not no awareness, just want to stay something to save my life, like this time, I was 

almost sentenced ……” 

Xiang liberation silent. 

Soon, a group of people returned to Hesheng Military Subdistrict, Xiang Jiefang said, “You come with 

me.” 

“Chief Xiang, can you give me a little more time?” Ji Feng asked. 

“What else do you want to do?” Xiang Jiefang asked. 

“I …… still have some things to do!” Ji Feng said in a deep voice: “I want to kill Han Yang with my own 

hands!” 

“Nonsense!” 

Xiang Jiefang immediately sank his face and said, “You tell this to your father and see if he agrees!” 

Ji Feng, however, shook his head and said, “Chief Xiang, this is something I have to do! The laser gun, 

plus the illusory three-dimensional light screen technology, for a chance for me to do it myself!” 

“Humph! This is nonsense!” Xiang Jiefang, however, had a sullen face and waved his hand away. 



“…… thanks!” Ji Feng but a faint smile, whispered. 

Until this time, has been waiting in the military subdistrict of Xiang Yongzhan and Ji Shaodong and other 

people this rushed over and asked Ji Feng’s situation. 

Ji Feng said, “Old Xiang, take me to the place where Han Yang is being held!” 

Hearing the conversation between Ji Feng and his father, Xiang Yongzhan naturally knew what Ji Feng 

meant, so he nodded and said, “You come with me!” 

When Ji Feng saw Han Yang once again, the man was receiving treatment, and although he was being 

held captive, he seemed to have recovered quite a bit from his injuries. 

“It’s you?!” 

Once he saw Ji Feng come in, Han Yang was abruptly startled and shouted in a panic: “What are you 

doing here, get out! Get out immediately!” 

Ji Feng looked calm, took a few steps forward and said, “Han Yang, remember what I said? I said that 

one day, I will kill you with my own hands! Do you still remember?” 

When Han Yang heard that, he was terrified, he had been scared by Ji Feng for a long time, and now he 

even shouted in fear: “Someone! Help! Help! ……” 

Ji Feng, however, ignored his shouting, and only said in a cold voice: “No one will come to save you, Han 

Yang, when you were ruthless and took other people’s lives for granted, you didn’t think you would have 

this day, right?” 

Han Yang was terrified, he knew from Ji Feng’s eyes that he would really kill himself, he shouted 

desperately, “Don’t you come over! Don’t come over …… as long as you don’t hurt me, let me do 

anything, by the way, I know a lot of secrets of officials, I have a lot of things to tell you ……” 

Ji Feng shook his head and said, “I don’t need to know! Han Yang, when you get to hell, remember to 

apologize to the two girls you got killed!” 

“No! Don’t you kill me!” 

“It’s time for the curtain to fall on the Chen family’s nonsense in the Northeast, now, let me take you 

first to sacrifice the flag!” Ji Feng said in a cold voice: “Next, your Chen family will also cease to exist!” 

“No……” Han Yang, who was on the hospital bed, still wanted to struggle. 

“Boom!” 

Ji Feng ruthlessly a whip leg, unmercifully pumped in Han Yang’s head, that contains the terrifying power 

of bioelectricity, instantly vibrated Han Yang alive! 

And then, Ji Feng did not even look at a glance, turned around and walked out of the ward. 

In his eyes, Han Yang is worse than a dog, killing Han Yang is like slaughtering a dog! 
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Han Yang, like a pig and dog, was butchered by Ji Feng! 

Han Yang, who had been so arrogant that he was almost unbeatable, was killed off like this, without 

even hearing a sound! 

This makes He Hongwei can’t help but feel emotion and shock, he really didn’t expect that Ji Feng would 

take such extreme violent means, directly to kill Han Yang! 

Thinking back, even he had been calculated by Han Yang, even helpless against Han Yang, but 

unexpectedly in Ji Feng, Han Yang died simply worse than pigs and dogs! 

The harsh Ji Feng! 

He Hongwei couldn’t help but feel emotion! 

However, compared to Han Yang’s murder, what really caused a shock to the outside world was the 

news that Ji Feng left the detention center peacefully! 

The chief of the military, Xiang Jiefang, actually came to Ha City and personally went to the detention 

center, declared Ji Feng as a special advisor of the military, a key protection figure, and led people to 

take Ji Feng away. 

Once this news came out, it immediately caused a shock! 

Who would have thought that when the Ji family and the Wu family and the Chen family were playing a 

fierce game, killing each other extraordinarily fierce, Ji Feng, the most crucial person in the game, played 

such a move to get out of the golden cicada, directly out of the center of the whirlpool! 

Even to take Ji Feng out of this whirlpool, but also to the liberation, the military’s highly respected chief 

personally, Ji Feng away! 

A resounding slap in the face! 

Whether for the Wu family or for the Chen family, it was a resounding slap in the face! 

Because in the moment before the liberation of Ji Feng’s take away, the investigation team and the Ha 

police just to Ji Feng’s official arrest, the turn of the eye Ji Feng was taken away by the military, get away 

peacefully, immediately made the Wu family and the Chen family those means …… become a joke! 

This news is even more explosive and attention-grabbing than the news that Ji Feng was taken to the 

suburbs by bandits pretending to be police officers and was almost assassinated! 

Almost all the people who heard this news could not help but be in an uproar! 

Once Ji Feng left, the situation between the two sides was instantly reversed, and all the previous tactics 

of the Wu and Chen families had become useless! 

Many people could even foresee how furious the Wu and Chen families would be after receiving this 

news! 

The truth is also true. 

When the Wu Family received this news, even Wu Zhengmin couldn’t help but drop his cup! 



“Bastard!” 

Wu Zhengmin lost his temper, the quilt shattered to the ground, and his angry roar came from the 

room, “Bastard!” 

Wu Zhengxiang was equally shocked and angry: “How is this possible? Why would Xiang Jiefang 

suddenly intervene in this matter? Why would Xiang Jiefang suddenly interfere with this matter? He is a 

soldier, but he has joined hands with the Ji family, isn’t he afraid of causing a siege?” 

“Investigate! We must find out what’s going on!” 

The Wu family was furious! 

In the previous encounter with the Ji family, the Wu family lost several generals, many of whom could 

become pillars in the future, but in the Ji family’s fierce attack, they were cut down, either stepping 

down in disgrace or becoming prisoners, not even the whole body retreat! 

Originally, the Wu family still thought to be able to make up from Ji Feng, but did not think …… 

The Wu family was thrown a resounding slap in the face! 

It has become a big joke! 

Wu Zhengmin roared, Wu Zhengxiang was even more angry almost vomited blood, roared and ordered 

to find out what was going on. The Wu family has paid too big a price, they are not willing, but also 

really can not swallow this breath! 

If this incident ends like this, the Wu family is really too heavy losses, simply from the beginning to the 

end were played as a monkey, it is no exaggeration to say that the Wu family reputation is greatly 

damaged, their own strength is a great loss, almost can be said to have suffered a heavy blow! 

This cost is too much! 

The Wu family is not willing, must find out what is going on! 

Not only the Wu family is not willing, the Chen family’s entire family is shaken, and can even be said to 

be panicked! 

“This can’t be! How is this possible?!” Chen Youdao was shaking with anger when he learned the news, 

“Ji Feng killed so many people, how could he get away with it all, and who is the military to meddle in 

local affairs?!” 

“I want to sue! Take the lawsuit to the central government I must fight it too!” Chen Youdao shouted, 

there is anger, but more but deep inside the kind of panic. 

If Ji Feng really retreated with his whole body, what about Han Yang? Wouldn’t he have to wait for 

death? 

What about the entire Chen family? 

The Chen family has done those things, and the evidence about the Chen family in the hands of Ji Feng, 

how can the Ji family will let go of the Chen family? 



The Martial Family itself had already suffered heavy losses and had been badly hit, so how could they 

save the Chen Family? 

An apocalyptic despair and panic made Chen Youdao’s entire body in a state of agitation, shock and 

panic. 

The Wu family was shocked, the Chen family was shocked, the whole northeast was shaken and in an 

uproar! 

No one knows exactly how this tactic of Ji Feng played, why has always followed the rules, never 

involved in political battles why the military will suddenly intervene in this matter! 

What tactics did Ji Feng, or the Ji family, use? 

In fact, not only the Wu and Chen families, but even the Ji family could not anticipate that such a change 

would occur. 

“Big brother, it was you who made the move?” Ji Zhenping asked in shock, otherwise, he really couldn’t 

figure out why Xiang Jiefang would personally come out, I’m afraid that only big brother’s hand could 

invite him! 

“It’s not me.” 

Ji Zhenhua shook his head and said, “I am also very strange.” 

He was planning to take action, and even in the heat of anger, Ji Zhenhua was going to take action in 

advance, but he had just given the order down when he suddenly received a phone call from Xiang 

Jiefang personally, which made him also have a kind of unanticipated consternation. 

Ji Zhenping was immediately more surprised: “Not you? That’s really strange, what’s going on here?” 

Ji Zhenhua said, “I’m afraid only Xiao Feng and Chief Xiang know, Lao San, this way …… you immediately 

go to the Northeast, find out what is going on, don’t let Xiao Feng do anything inappropriate under the 

impulse, one lesson is enough!” 

Ji Zhenping immediately nodded and said, “Okay! I’ll go now!” 

What a strange …… 

…… 

Just when the outside world was in an uproar, or shocked, or puzzled, Ji Feng was done with things and 

came to the temporary office provided by the Black Province Military Division for Xiang Jiefang. 

As if he didn’t know about Han Yang’s murder, Xiang Jiefang just said, “Ji Feng, now it’s time to talk 

about it, right? You said before that you were only one step away from developing a laser gun, I want to 

know, what exactly are you missing?” 

Ji Feng nodded and said, “Even if Chief Xiang doesn’t ask, I will give a truthful explanation …… What I am 

missing is the energy source!” 

“Hmm?” 



Xiang Jiefang frowned: “What do you mean?” 

Ji Feng said: “This matter is not clear in three or two sentences, simply put, if the laser gun is compared 

to …… well, compared to a flashlight, what I lack is the battery! As for the other things, there is no 

problem!” 

Xiang Jiefang immediately understood, he asked, “I just want to know, if I give you enough support, how 

long will you be able to manufacture a qualified laser gun?” 

Ji Feng shook his head and said, “It’s not easy to say, the energy source is hard to find, maybe one day 

you can find it unintentionally, but maybe it will take a long time, or even a few years before you can 

find it.” 

“A few years is too long!” To liberation, “half a year, I give you a maximum of half a year, you have to 

hand me and give the laser gun!” 

“Half a year ……” 

Ji Feng some hesitation, he did not dare to give this guarantee, because the energy source is very 

difficult to have the right one, it is not sure when you can find, “to the chief, half a year is too short, 

please give me a year, within a year, I will certainly complete my promise!” 

Xiang Jiefang did not agree immediately, but pondered for a moment before saying, “So, the laser gun 

you made, what is the minimum power?” 

Ji Feng thought about it and said, “Sorry, Chief Xiang, among the single weapon I know of at the 

moment, I don’t know of any weapon that can be more powerful than a laser gun!” 

Xiang Jiefang slapped the table, “Good! In that case, I will give you a year’s time!” 

“Many thanks to Chief Xiang!” Ji Feng said. 

“Don’t be in a hurry to thank me first!” Xiang Jiefang said in a deep voice: “Ji Feng, I have to remind you, 

there is no drama in the army, you are making a military order!” 

Ji Feng immediately said, “Please rest assured, Chief Xiang, if I can’t deliver qualified laser guns within a 

year, I’m willing to be court-martialed at that time!” 

“Good!” Xiang Jiefang nodded his head with great satisfaction. 

“But ……” Ji Feng said, “Chief Xiang, by then I will only hand you qualified laser guns!” 

“You can hand over the finished product to me first!” Xiang Jiefang said. 

Ji Feng smiled, did not say anything else, he had already greeted with Xiang Jiefang, in the future, if 

someone really wants to move the wrong way, he will not stand still! 

…… 

Ji Feng stayed in the barracks for three days, and in these three days, the situation in the outside world 

is a radical change! 



It is said that the Chen family’s old man personally went to the Yanjing Central Committee, as well as the 

General Staff and the National Defense Building, asking the military to give an explanation as to why a 

murderous felon would suddenly become a special advisor to the military and be bailed out! 

Even the old man of the Wu family came forward, and it is said that he dragged his sickly body to visit 

several old people who have retired but still have a lot of influence, also to ask for a reasonable 

explanation. 

The Wu family suffered heavy losses, the vitality was hurt, but the family was not only unscathed, and 

even Ji Feng played a golden cicada, but also transformed into a special adviser to the military. 

Master Wu felt that he was being played as a monkey, which made him angry! 

However, when the military defense building, as well as the Central Office jointly issued a notice 

officially recognizing Ji Feng’s status as a special adviser to the military, and once again sent a high-

profile investigation team to the Northeast Black Province, the outside world was shaken! 

The National Defense Building and the Central Office, which represent the will of the highest heads of 

the military and political circles, respectively, in the whole of China, no one can overturn their 

resolutions! 

At this point, everyone understands that the big picture has been decided! 
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This big storm, which started with Han Yang coveting the new chrome alloy in Ji Feng’s hand, finally 

ended with this notice from the highest level. 

In this big game around Ji Feng, the Ji family, won a big victory! 

The Wu family was hit hard! 

As for the Chen family …… 

When this notice was issued, the old man Chen was so grief-stricken that he spurted out a mouthful of 

blood and was sent to Yanjing Hospital on the same day, but after emergency rescue, he was no longer 

able to take care of himself, and his whole life was ruined. 

But Chen Youdao also arrived in the northeast with the highest level of the investigation team, they 

were controlled, the evidence in the hands of Ji Feng, enough to make the Chen family line of officials 

were almost uprooted, so many ministries were taken down, Chen Youdao even if there is no problem in 

the body, will definitely not be spared. 

What’s more, when many officials see that the Chen family is already falling, where do they not 

understand the truth of protecting themselves, have sought to take the blame for their crimes, Chen 

Youdao’s charges were almost cumulative enough to crush him to death! 

Waiting for him, or is a heavy sentence, or …… is the death penalty is not without possibility! 

Chen family, completely fallen! 

A big game finally ended, but this big game caused by the storm and impact, is far from over. 



Especially in the northeast of the power has been deeply rooted in the Chen family suddenly fell, in the 

northeast of the impact brought, even more attention than the Wu family was hit hard. 

Wu family shaking, the northeast shaking, even those sent by the Ji family investigation team to the 

place, the same shaking! 

After this battle, the Wu family’s influence has been sharply reduced, the reputation is greatly damaged, 

their own strength is a heavy loss, originally in some provinces where the Wu family’s influence is 

strong, a large number of Wu family officials were taken down, enough to make the Wu family’s vitality 

is greatly wounded. 

Analysis, if the family wants to return to the previous strong, I’m afraid there is no a five or six years is 

impossible! 

But five or six years later, the Ji family will still give the Wu family such an opportunity? 

Self-explanatory! 

This fiasco is to let Ji Feng’s prestige almost reached the peak, looking at the whole process of the game 

between the two sides, the Ji family’s means of play can be said to be quite beautiful, especially the 

investigation team sent out on all sides to combat the Wu family, but also let many people’s hearts awe. 

Although this means to play a beautiful, but if there is not enough heritage and strength to do support, 

but also can not play. 

At least, the light is sent to several high-profile investigation team, it is not the general leadership can 

decide on a word, which is enough to reflect the strength of the Ji family! 

As for the last Ji Feng’s move to get out of the shell, but also caused a lot of people’s curiosity, Ji family 

how to reach an agreement with the military, so much so that it was able to let the liberation to 

personally come out to protect Ji Feng? 

Even in the end, even the Central Office and the National Defense Building have jointly issued a notice, 

how did the Ji family do it? 

Ji Zhenping also had doubts in his heart, so once he came to the northeast, he directly found Ji Feng to 

ask about the situation, at this time, Xiang Jiefang had already returned to Yanjing, and Ji Feng had also 

come out from the military camp. 

“Laser gun?!” 

When Xiang Yongzhan learned of the situation, he couldn’t help but almost jump up in shock: “Kid, you 

can really build a laser gun?” 

Ji Feng nodded and said, “If you have the right energy source, you can do it anytime!” 

Ji Zhenping was surprised, about the laser gun, he understood more deeply than to liberation, this thing 

is even the military experts have no clue, Ji Feng was able to build it? 

Just this energy source …… 



“Chief Xiang gave me a year to find the energy source!” Ji Feng said, “Within a year, if I can’t get a 

qualified laser gun, I have to be court-martialed!” 

“You kid can really …… simply nonsense!” Ji Zhenping didn’t know what to say, “Is the military order so 

casually established?” 

“No way, see I’m about to be arrested, although I know I did wrong, but the heart is not like jail!” Ji Feng 

spread his hands, “So, I had to find to the chief, so I can also avoid suspicion.” 

“You’re really too sexual!” Ji Zhenping shook his head and said, “You think this is a safe bet? Do you 

know, in fact, if not received a call to the family, your father is ready to use the backhand, you think he 

will really watch you go to jail?” 

Ji Feng was stunned: “Backhand? My father laid out what backhand?” 

Ji Zhenping said, “I don’t know, I’m afraid he is the only one who knows!” 

Ji Feng nodded thoughtfully, it seems that there are really a lot of arrangements in the family, but he 

was a bit anxious. 

“Kid, although now you are free, but it does not mean that the trouble is really completely solved!” Ji 

Zhenping said, “I just came when I also received news, the community has some very unfavorable 

remarks against you, those who were killed by you, their families are also a little emotional, although 

now Secretary Luo has arranged manpower to pacify them, but this is, after all, leaving the root of the 

trouble!” 

Ji Feng then some silence, to which he was not surprised. 

No matter who else saw their loved ones killed, the murderer ended up not being punished in any way, 

will be unable to figure out. 

Even if those police officers are bad, how scum, but in the eyes of their loved ones, they may be good 

husbands, good sons. 

This root of trouble, is definitely buried! 

Ji Feng sighed in his heart and said, “It can’t be helped, my position and theirs are different, which 

determines our way of thinking and perspective will also be different, they definitely want to sentence 

me to a heavy sentence, or even the death penalty is best, so that they can solve their heart’s hatred, 

but I… …” 

Ji Feng smiled helplessly and said, “But I can’t do it. Although …… I know I’m wrong.” 

“It’s useless to just know that it’s wrong!” Ji Zhenping hummed and said, “You have to be able to 

change!” 

“……” 

Ji Feng opened his mouth to say something, but in the end said nothing, in fact, he was tempted to say 

that if the next time he encountered such a thing, he would still resist to the end, and definitely would 

not give up. 



If he was caught, who knows if someone would take advantage of the opportunity to poison him, or if 

Han Yang and the Chen family would do something to him in the heat of the moment, which no one can 

say. 

There is no if in the world, and Ji Feng will definitely not give them this opportunity, so it’s useless to say 

anything now. 

“Then how is this matter disposed of?” Ji Feng asked. 

“I heard that your case has been merged with the case of Chen Youdao and others, and all of the Chen 

family’s illegal gains will be confiscated and used to compensate the families of the dead police officers.” 

Ji Zhenping said, “Although I am your brother-in-law, but objectively speaking, this matter you and the 

Chen family are at fault, the Chen family is using those police officers as guns, but you are too cold and 

ruthless!” 

Ji Feng suddenly asked, “Uncle, if you were in my situation, what would you have done?” 

Ji Zhenping did not hesitate to say, “I would be the same as you!” 

Ji Feng immediately stopped talking, the corners of his mouth showed a smile, his choice is right, the 

position is different, the body can not help themselves, so he can only do that! 

In fact, Ji Feng still have a sentence did not say – fortunately Zhang Lei did not die, if that time Zhang Lei 

was really killed, then even if it is to kill everyone present, he will not hesitate, at that time, there is no 

time to consider right and wrong! 

If you watch your brother die in front of you, but still indifferent, Ji Feng himself will not forgive himself! 

After the arrival of Ji Zhenping, everything actually does not need Ji Feng to ask, so he first went to visit 

Bai Zhu and Zhang Lei, after determining that they are no problem, Ji Feng went to the Yao family, 

specifically to visit Yao Jinlong. 

At this time, Yang Haoran, who was already full of shock, followed Zhao Kai to Yao’s house as instructed 

by Ji Feng. 

As for Ji Feng is very low-profile in the military hospitality temporary stay, this time outside although can 

not be said to be a group of people, but at least the families of the deceased but absolutely will not have 

any good feelings towards him, in order to prevent people with a mind to take this matter, so Ji Feng 

wait for the northeast after the matter is dealt with, with a trace of regret and shame, left the northeast. 

So far, the Northeast Chen family has completely fallen, and the Wu family has returned in defeat with 

heavy losses, and the power of the Ji family began to officially reach the Northeast. 

Ji Zhenping left the Northeast before Ji Feng, he is a soldier, he is not involved in the political world, 

someone in the faction naturally came forward to deal with this matter, so Ji Feng sent Ji Zhenping back 

to Yanjing before leaving. 

However, after Ji Feng sent Ji Zhenping away, when he was about to leave the airport, he was very 

surprised to see an old acquaintance …… 

“Wu Zhiyong?” 



Ji Shaolei frowned, “Three children, that’s Wu Zhiyong, right?” 

Ji Feng immediately followed Ji Shaolei’s gaze to look, and indeed saw a young man in a suit is striding 

toward the terminal, but is not Wu Zhiyong? 

This thing in Wu Zhiyong behind, also followed by two bodyguard-like people, Ji Shaolei can not help but 

sneer: “This son of a bitch, I’m afraid is doing too much bad, afraid of others to harm him, at any time to 

bring two bodyguards! Saner, really did not ask anything out of that killer’s mouth?” 

Ji Feng shook his head and said, “No.” 

Thinking about the killer who had mixed in the crowd to assassinate him, Ji Feng could not help but 

shake his head, originally he also thought he could ask something from the mouth of that killer, but to 

his surprise, the killer really did not know anything, just a professional killer, said a temporary attack on 

a police officer, changed into his police uniform to hide in the crowd… … 

This makes Ji Feng also feel very sorry, since coming to the northeast, several times someone wanted to 

put him to death, but until now still do not know who actually did it. 

“I’ll go and meet him!” Suddenly, Ji Shaolei bared his teeth and took a big step over. 

“Second brother!” Ji Feng pulled him back, but he was already shouting, “Younger Wu, so anxious to go 

back, fire in the butt?” 
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“Ji Shao Lei?” 

Wu Zhiyong heard the words and looked over, naturally he saw Ji Feng and others, he could not help but 

frown slightly, his face sank a little. 

Ji Feng, Ji Shaolei, He Hongwei …… 

These three people, are Wu Zhiyong most annoying people, did not think that these three people are 

gathered together. 

Wu Zhiyong sunken face, but ignore them, straight stride forward. 

Ji Feng just smiled, the relationship between him and Wu Zhiyong to this point, the two sides simply do 

not even have to have the most basic hypocritical courtesy, because they have long been at odds with 

each other, there is no longer any room for détente. 

…… them both, also do not want to have any room for détente! 

“Do not go too fast, be careful to kick the iron plate!” Ji Shaolei put his hands on his mouth and shouted 

again. 

“……” 

Wu Zhiyong’s footsteps paused, but soon left. 

Ji Shaolei bristled: “This grandson is going to play behind the scenes, never dare to blow up the prick in 

front of the face!” 



He Hongwei grunted and said, “It’s not that he doesn’t dare to blow up the sting, it’s just that he thinks 

highly of himself and thinks you’re not on the same level as he is. 

Ji Shaolei couldn’t help but grunt: “Just this grandson of his, still want to compare with my boss? He is 

dreaming about him!” 

Ji Feng shook his head: “Second brother, in fact, Wu Zhiyong is still very capable, objectively speaking, 

this person is also considered a rather formidable opponent ……” 

He Hongwei nodded his head right next to him, although his heart had long hated Wu Zhiyong to the 

extreme, but as Ji Feng said, objectively speaking, Wu Zhiyong is indeed still very capable. Otherwise, he 

would not be so young to sit on the county governor’s post, even if the Wu family behind the support, 

but if their own ability is not too hard, the difficulty is not small! 

“What ability? The ability to shade people behind the scenes?” Ji Shaolei snorted, “San’er, I suspect that 

the killer is likely to be sent by Wu Zhiyong.” 

“Not necessarily!” Ji Feng shook his head, he even used neurotoxin, but did not interrogate anything 

useful from the mouth of that killer, just know that the other party is is a professional killer. 

But the martial family …… may not have any connection with professional killers, right? 

“When ……” 

is talking, Ji Shaolei’s phone suddenly rang, he casually picked up the phone: “Hello ……” 

Soon, Ji Shaolei put down the phone and said, “San’er, it’s a call from big brother, he told me not to go 

back to Jiangzhou first, but to go directly to Yanjing.” 

“Go to Yanjing?” Ji Feng was stunned. 

“Well, it said that there is something going on in Yanjing …… as if Shaojun had a conflict with someone 

and was locked up.” Ji Shaolei said, “Our brothers are really good, before it was you, and now it’s 

Shaojun’s turn to be locked up ……” 

Ji Feng: “…… Shaojun had a conflict with who?” 

Ji Shaolei said, “It is not clear, I have to go over to see first to know, three children, then you can only go 

back to Jiangzhou alone first ……” 

“I’ll go with you to Yanjing!” Ji Feng said, “Now the boss back to Jinling, Shaojun something happened, 

the two of us together to go over better.” 

“Then good, go together!” Ji Shaolei immediately nodded his head. 

“Ji Shaojun had a conflict with someone?” At this moment, He Hongwei but suddenly asked, with a 

thoughtful look on his face. 

“What, brother Hongwei knows the situation?” Ji Feng saw the situation and immediately asked. 

“That’s not true, but I guess it’s not related to a woman.” He Hongwei said. 

Ji Shaolei immediately asked, “What do you mean?” 



He Hongwei then told what he had encountered before coming to the northeast, however, when 

elaborating he still gave face to Ji Shaojun and only described the woman in that club as a female friend 

of Ji Shaojun. For the son of the Wu family named Ji Shaojun’s woman to accompany the matter, but 

also just a few simple words to carry over. 

“Son of a bitch!” When Ji Shaolei heard this, he was on fire and his face was ironic: “Do you really think 

that all the people of my Ji family are soft? I left Yanjing for a few years, some people really don’t know 

how to write the word “death”!” 

“Let’s go back to Yanjing!” Ji Feng said in a cold voice with a gloomy face. 

Then, Ji Feng said to He Hongwei: “Brother Hongwei, thank you.” 

He Hongwei shook his head and said, “There is no need to be polite between us, if Shaojun was really 

imprisoned because of a woman, I can understand because …… I used to feel the same way back then!” 

More than two hours later, Ji Feng several people then boarded a plane to Yanjing, only Zhang Lei and 

Zhao Kai stayed behind. 

…… 

“Shaojun!” 

In the afternoon of the same day, Ji Feng and others stepped on the land of Yanjing. Subsequently, Ji 

Feng refused He Hongwei’s proposal to follow along, this kind of thing, it is not necessary to let He 

Hongwei also participate in it. 

After saying goodbye to He Hongwei, Ji Feng and Ji Shaolei went straight to the police station where Ji 

Shaojun was being held, and then they met Ji Shaojun. 

Only, when seeing Ji Shaojun, a few people were amazed, only to see Ji Shaojun’s face bruised and 

purple, the corners of the mouth and eyes are also swollen, the eyes are swollen only a slit, can not be 

described as not miserable! 

Ji Shaolei saw the situation immediately became furious: “Son of a bitch, who the hell did it? Ah?!” 

“You guys are here ……” Ji Shaojun saw Ji Feng and Ji Shaolei, but some embarrassment, his eyes also 

some averted, just his face has long swollen up, can not see his face clearly. 

“Shaojun, what’s going on?” Ji Feng’s eyebrows also wrinkled up and asked, “Is it a fight with someone? 

How did you get beaten up like this?” 

“…… ugh!” 

Being seen in this state by Ji Shaolei and Ji Feng, Ji Shaojun was really embarrassed to the extreme, 

especially since this matter itself was embarrassing, it made him feel a sense of being groundless. 

Ji Feng saw this, could not help but say: “Shaojun, in the end what happened? Since you called the boss, 

things always have to be resolved, and what else is there to say between us brothers?” 

Ji Shaojun said awkwardly: “The key is …… I have no face to say ah!” 



“I said you kid can not be so mother-in-law, you say it or not, if not, we can turn around and leave, you 

are here to shut it, there are things do not find us!” Ji Shaolei said. 

“Ugh ……” 

Ji Shaojun laughed bitterly: “I’m fucking …… I almost got cuckolded!” 

Ji Shaolei heard, immediately angry eyebrows are raised, fierce clenched fist: “Who did it? Son of a 

bitch! Who the hell is it?” 

However, Ji Feng smiled but felt a little strange: “Shaojun, aren’t you still not married? Have a 

girlfriend?” 

Ji Shaojun said, “Not really a girlfriend, just a woman who usually has a good relationship ……” 

Ji Feng understood, Ji Shaojun said this woman, 80% like what He Hongwei said, is that he often play 

together outside the woman …… In fact, speaking of, like they are these gentry go closer to the woman, 

in fact, in the eyes of outsiders also as their women. 

Even if they get tired of playing with them someday, but until then, these women will still be seen as 

these gentry’s women! 

“Who did this?!” Ji Feng’s face is also very unattractive, this kind of thing is good to talk about, and it 

happened to Ji Shaojun, there is always a kind of greasy feeling that makes people eat bedbugs. 

“Say it!” 

Ji Shaolei drink: “dumb ah?” 

Ji Shaojun gritted his teeth and said, “It’s the …… Wu family!” 

“Grass!” 

Ji Shaolei immediately became furious: “I knew it was someone from the Wu family! I knew it was 

someone from the …… Martial Family! You say, who is it from the Wu family? If I don’t destroy him 

today, I won’t mix in Yanjing anymore!” 

Ji Feng touched him, the director of this division is still next to it, saying this in front of others, is too 

much to put people in the eyes. 

Ji Shaolei is really annoyed: “three children you do not pull me, I know what I’m talking about! This is not 

compared to other things, if Shaojun was just beaten by the Wu family, even if it was a group of them to 

a group of people, this is nothing, big deal next time to find the opportunity to fight back is ……” 

These gentry fight with each other, as long as they are not seriously disabled or fatal, basically there is 

no problem. 

But this time is different! 

This is a fucking cuckold! 

But any man with a bit of backbone and a bit of blood will never be able to stand this kind of insult! 



The hatred of killing your father, the hatred of taking your wife! 

For a man, this is a great revenge, even if you die, you have to revenge back! 

The other party dared to give Ji Shaojun a cuckold, that is, did not put the Ji family in the eyes, is 

equivalent to an insult to the entire Ji family’s younger generation, because now in the playboy circle is 

really still mixed, Ji family is only Ji Shaojun a person, the other is either still young, or has not been very 

mixed. 

The other ones are either still young or no longer very popular. How can Ji Shaolei swallow this anger? 

“Ji Shaojun!” 

Ji Shaolei steeply bellowed: “Who did it, you say, I’ll go find him now! Can you not be such a wimp, 

fucking act like a man, okay?” 

Ji Feng also stared at Ji Shaojun, said in a deep voice: “Shaojun, what the hell is going on say something 

clearly.” 

Ji Shaojun gritted his teeth and said, “I have a good friend in the style club, although not officially in a 

relationship, but the usual relationship …… relationship is very good.” 

Ji Shaolei and Ji Feng then simultaneously grunted, what relationship is better, is clearly outside the 

mess. However, they did not interrupt Ji Shaojun, listen to him continue to say. 

“But since a few days ago, people from the Wu family suddenly started looking for trouble ……” Ji 

Shaojun gritted his teeth and said, “At that time, we almost clashed, but Wu Zhiyong personally came 

out… …” 

Listening to listen, Ji Feng’s face was completely gloomy. Speaking of which, this matter has a certain 

relationship with him, saying that Ji Shaojun was involved by him is not too much! 

It turns out that, since knowing that he had an accident in the northeast, the Wu family’s children 

suddenly became rampant, and even many Wu family children specifically target the Ji family people, 

especially people like Ji Shaojun in the playboy circle, but also become the Wu family children 

specifically targeted! 
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Ji Shaojun became the target of the Wu family sons and daughters specializing in bullying, that and Ji 

Shaojun usually have a better relationship with the women – Ji Shaojun to entertainment venues often 

ordered women, naturally also became the target of some of the sons and daughters of the Wu family. 

In this way to humiliate Ji Shaojun, is the most enjoyable! 

This is better than ruthlessly pack Ji Shaojun a meal, but also more painful! 

So, there was the scene that He Hongwei met in the clubhouse, only that time He Hongwei stopped it 

and sent his brother He Hongqiang to help look after it. 

And, He Hongwei also once put out the word, who dares to target Ji Feng, is against him! 



This did have an effect, the Wu family’s children have restrained some, but Ji Shaojun after knowing this, 

then gritted his teeth to find the Wu family’s children to settle accounts, the results of the Wu family’s 

children are afraid, then moved out Wu Zhiyong. 

The two sides are simply not the same level of characters, if in the eyes of many people Ji Shaojun has 

been considered the top dude, then, in the eyes of Ji Shaojun, Wu Zhiyong and Ji Shaodong this level of 

talent is really the top magistrate! 

So Ji Shaojun retreated. 

As a result, the children of the Wu family suddenly became more unrestrained, and even more 

aggressive than before. 

The company’s main business is to provide a wide range of products and services to its customers. 

Finally, just yesterday, Ji Shaojun went to the club once again, originally to order the woman with him 

good relationship, the club manager was very embarrassed to tell him, just before this, the woman has 

been others to order. 

Ji Shaojun was furious, when he found the other party’s box, kicked the door open, immediately saw the 

woman’s clothes in disarray, is being pressed under a man torture. 

“Fuck, originally, I didn’t even bother to touch a woman like you, but since you’re Ji Shaojun’s woman, 

then don’t blame me!” 

These were the original words of that Wu family’s son at that time! 

The woman struggled desperately, but the Wu young man threw his hand is a loud slap, hit the woman 

screamed. 

Seeing this scene, Ji Shaojun immediately felt a rush of blood instantly to the brain, he directly rushed up 

and grabbed that Wu Shao is a wild beating. 

However, Ji Shaojun in a rage is not see in the box there are other people, but also that Wu Shao 

brought people, but also some of the Yanjing family’s children, are closer to the Wu family, as a result, Ji 

Shaojun was beaten. 

Annoyed Ji Shaojun also could not care less, do not care who is beating himself, he just grabbed that Wu 

Shao a dead beat, anyway, today is a loss to eat, but always before the loss, first to get enough! 

So, when the manager of the club with the security guards hurriedly arrived before, Ji Shaojun was 

beaten into this appearance now. 

“A group of them beat you?” Ji Feng asked with a sullen face. 

“Yes. But that son of a bitch Wu Zhipan definitely didn’t get an advantage either, when all my fists 

greeted him!” Ji Shaojun gritted his teeth and said. 

“According to you, that woman has not been ……” Ji Shaolei was more concerned about this. 

“No.” 



Ji Shaojun said: “I rushed in, Wu Zhipan is torturing her, her clothes are still …… but just a little, if I go 

again a moment later, I’m afraid this cuckold I really wear! Wu Zhipan that son of a bitch ……” 

Ji Feng frowned and asked, “Who is Wu Zhipan?” 

Among the sons and daughters of the Wu family, Ji Feng had not heard of this name. 

Ji Shaojun said, “This son of a bitch is a side line of the Wu family, but this son of a bitch is arrogant!” 

“Arrogant?” 

Ji Shaolei bared his teeth and smiled coldly: “I like to cure arrogant people the most! You pack up and 

come with me, now let’s go find this Wu Zhipan!” 

Ji Shaolei has long been listening to the fire in his stomach, Ji Feng only just as soon as something 

happened in the northeast, the Wu family children dare to be so arrogant as to directly name Ji 

Shaojun’s woman – whether that is Ji Shaojun’s woman or not, but in the eyes of the Wu family, that 

woman is. 

This is no longer just to give the Ji family a bad look that simple, is clearly to ride on the Ji family’s head 

to shit! 

It is tolerable, who can not tolerate! 

The arrogance of the Wu family has completely stirred up the dude nature in Ji Shaolei’s bones. 

He gritted his teeth and said, “Shaojun, since you have the courage to make a move in spite of so many 

people, it means you are still a man, so come with me now and let’s go find Wu Zhipan, if we don’t get 

out of this today, not to mention you, our Ji family can’t stay in Yanjing!” 

Ji Shaojun said: “But now I do not know where Wu Zhipan ah ……” 

“Don’t know?” 

Ji Shaolei’s face suddenly sank: “Do not know that better ah! Ha!” 

Ji Shaojun could not help but be stunned at the words, hesitantly asked, “Good? Shao Lei, you …… are 

you okay?” 

Could it be that Ji Shao Lei is angry and confused? 

But they have not yet fainted with anger, how Ji Shaolei can not stand it first? 

Ji Shaolei but a cold laugh: “You and Wu Zhipan fights and brawls, Wu Zhipan’s men group beat you, and 

even have to force **** women, how is this crime also greater than you?” 

“…… Yes!” Ji Shaojun nodded, but still did not respond, “That’s good?” 

“Wu Zhipan’s crime is bigger than yours, but now you are locked up here, while Wu Zhipan is missing?” 

Ji Feng’s expression also grew colder and colder. 

Ji Shaojun’s eyes suddenly lit up and said, “There is an article to do in between?” 



Ji Feng sneered: “Just look for the person who went to the police at the time, who led the team, we’ll 

look for him!” 

“No matter who the police officer who led the team at that time is, just this matter is handled unfairly, it 

is enough for him to be stripped of his police uniform!” 

Ji Shaolei gritted his teeth and sneered: “Two gangs of people fighting and brawling, without being able 

to determine that one of them is mainly responsible, but shut down one side and let one side go, even if 

it comes to the center, I Ji Shaolei can fight this lawsuit with them! Go, let’s do the formalities now and 

then go find that son of a bitch!” 

“Ahem ……” 

Just then, the deputy director of that division who had been standing next to him was coughing lightly 

and awkwardly said, “That what …… Ji Shao, I was the one who led the police out at that time.” 

Ji Shaolei immediately frowned: “It was you? Director Zhou, this thing you do not do some not very 

decent? Hmm?” 

Chief Zhou said awkwardly: “Ji Shao, you really misunderstood, in this case I have tried to be as fair as 

possible, absolutely according to the rules, no way, you both sides I old Zhou can not afford to offend 

ah!” 

“So what’s going on now?” Ji Shaolei asked, “Why is my brother locked up here, but that bastard Wu 

Zhipan is nowhere to be found?” 

“…… Ji Shao, Wu Zhipan is in the bureau right now!” Director Zhou hesitated for a moment before 

saying, “After understanding the case, our bureau decided that we can let the families of these two sides 

come to bail, only that Ji Shao came relatively quickly, Wu Zhipan’s family has not yet arrived, so he is 

still being held for the time being.” 

Ji Shaolei was stunned, surprisingly so? 

Ji Feng was also a little surprised, then he nodded slightly, this is normal. 

If this Director Zhou really dared to arrest Ji Shaojun and let go of the one called Wu Zhipan and those 

men, then I’m afraid that his position as director has come to an end! 

“Where is he?” Ji Shaolei immediately gritted his teeth and asked, said to roll up his sleeves to go inside: 

“Today I want to see, this son of a bitch in the end how arrogant ……” 

“Ji Shao, this …… this is not appropriate, I’m afraid?” That director Zhou is not moving place. 

“Director Zhou, I don’t need you to be responsible for this matter, you just need to tell me where that 

son of a bitch is on the line.” Ji Shao Lei said, “I’ll take responsibility for anything!” 

“Ji Shao, I’m really sorry, I’m afraid this won’t work!” Director Zhou with a smile on his face, but very 

clearly refused Ji Shaolei’s request, “as Ji Shao just said, we will definitely not favor anyone, but also will 

try to do a bowl of water to end evenly, according to the rules, otherwise, the other side to pursue, we 

also difficult to do.” 



Ji Shaolei frowned and said, “In that case, Director Zhou is definitely not agree?” 

Director Zhou said, “Please understand, don’t make it difficult for me.” 

Ji Shaolei then slowly nodded his head and said, “Good! I’ll give you this face today, so there’s no more 

problem on my brother’s side, right?” 

Director Zhou said, “As long as the formalities are done, you can go.” 

Ji Shaolei nodded and said, “I’ll do this procedure!” 

Said here he paused, then turned his head to Ji Shaojun said: “Shaojun, you are not a triad of people 

know quite a lot of people? Well, you immediately call a few people over, give me twenty-four hours a 

day to keep an eye on this place, as long as you see Wu Zhipan out, notify me ……” 

“Ji Shao, you are ……” Director Zhou immediately bitterly smiled, sent people to monitor the police 

station not to mention, this is clearly to do something, Director Zhou really can not pretend not to hear 

anything. 

“Knock knock knock~” 

But before he could say anything else, he was suddenly interrupted by a knock on the door: “Director, 

Wu Zhipan’s family is here, to bail Wu Zhipan ……” 

A young female police officer walked in and reported. 

“Slap!” 

Ji Shaolei slapped a slap on the table, gritted his teeth and said, “Really say Cao Cao Cao Cao, good, I was 

thinking of meeting this Wu Zhipan. …… Director Zhou, first give us the formalities, anyway, there should 

be a first come first served, right?” 

This request is reasonable, knowing that Ji Shaolei so hurriedly to Ji Shao for bail procedures, in fact, in 

order to first deal with these trivial matters and then wait for Wu Zhipan out, but Secretary Zhou also 

can not not do. 

Ji Shaojun and Wu Zhipan between the most can only be considered a fight, especially in the woman 

herself did not admit Wu Zhipan to rape her case, even if the strictest from the serious treatment is only 

a few days of detention is just. 

Subsequently, the Secretary Zhou first arranged for the bail procedures for the seasonal army, seasonal 

Lei bared his teeth: “Go! Go to meet the Wu family son of a bitch!” 
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“Second brother, you just went a little too far!” 

After completing the formalities and walking out the door of the police station, Ji Feng couldn’t help but 

say, “It’s not good for you to force a police chief like that!” 

Ji Shaolei said, “Your second brother is not a good person, and does not care about reputation, so if 

word gets out, word gets out!” 



Ji Feng frowned: “But if it was the Wu family’s people who arrived first today, and they also pressed 

Chief Zhou so much, do you expect Chief Zhou to be able to carry the load, or do you expect him to be 

unable to withstand the pressure?” 

“……” 

Ji Shaolei is a meal, and only then said, “Okay. I know that today this thing I did a little too much, should 

not be so forced Secretary Zhou, I was really pissed off …… those bastards of the Wu family, bullying too 

much!” 

A mention of this matter, Ji Shaolei is still full of anger. 

Ji Feng also did not look too good, he said with a sullen face: “The Wu family, also too much!” 

“Look guys, it seems to be Wu Zhiyong!” Suddenly, Ji Shaojun snapped and said in a panic, pointing in a 

direction. 

“Hmm?” 

Ji Feng and Ji Shaolei turned their heads to look at the same time, and really saw a group of people are 

walking out of this police office building, and that young man walking in the forefront, not Wu Zhiyong 

can still be who? 

At this time, Wu Zhiyong and in the northeast when the dress is generally the same, and from the time, 

I’m afraid Wu Zhiyong did not have time to change clothes, after returning to Yanjing at most only home 

to see the time, and then to rush here. 

“It seems that Wu Zhiyong is coming as the family members of these people!” Ji Feng said in a deep 

voice, “Shaojun, the Wu Zhipan you mentioned, is he among these people?” 

“In!” 

Ji Shaojun suddenly gritted his teeth and stared at the group of people and said in a hateful voice, “It’s 

that son of a bitch walking on Wu Zhiyong’s left, he is Wu Zhipan, the rest of the people are his 

accomplices.” 

Ji Feng frowned and asked, “It was this group of people who surrounded you at that time?” 

Ji Shaojun nodded and said through clenched teeth, “That’s right! It’s them!” 

Ji Feng said in a deep voice: “It seems that Wu Zhiyong bailed them all out as well …… This group of 

people are the grandsons of some families in Yanjing?” 

“Humph!” 

Ji Shaolei sneered: “Some lapdogs only, how dare they also surround Shaojun …… Go, go and meet 

them!” 

Saying that, Ji Shaolei turned around and walked towards the entrance of the police station, holding his 

arms to stand there, with a cold smile on his face, his gaze unkindly stared at Wu Zhiyong and other 

people who were striding over, with cold intent bubbling in his teeth. 



Ji Feng and Ji Shaolei also quickly followed. 

“Hm?!” 

When Wu Zhiyong and the others saw Ji Feng and the others standing at the door, they froze slightly, 

apparently they also did not expect to meet Ji Feng and Ji Shaolei here again. 

After a slight pause, Wu Zhiyong continued to stride forward as if he did not see Ji Feng and others. 

At this time, Ji Feng also got a good look at the guy named Wu Zhipan, this person did not seem to be 

very old, nor was he very short, only that the bruises on his face were bruises that made it impossible to 

tell his real age, moreover, his eyes, which were only a slit, were shining with a gloomy light, making Ji 

Feng look at him a few more times. 

“Humph!” 

Wu Zhipan naturally saw Ji Shaojun and the others, and could not help but sneer, but because the scars 

on his face were too ugly, it made his smile look a bit strange, then, Wu Zhipan put his head to the side, 

and proudly did not even look at Ji Shaojun …… 

This arrogant performance of Wu Zhipan, immediately let Ji Shaolei’s face more gloomy a few points, Ji 

Shaojun is also very annoyed to see Wu Zhipan, he had a kind of almost cuckolded anger, which makes 

him almost want to punch this son of a bitch to death! 

Ji Feng’s three brothers were standing at the entrance of the police station, while Wu Zhiyong’s group 

was walking out from inside. 

As a result, suddenly, the people behind Wu Zhiyong stumbled, and many of them couldn’t help but 

stumble on their feet, as if they had seen a ghost in broad daylight. 

Ji Shao Lei! 

A few people even couldn’t help but exclaim. 

The shadow of the tree, the name of the man! 

Ji Shaolei can be said to be the top magistrate in Yanjing’s playboy circle, like these people simply do not 

even have the qualification to speak to him, but almost all have seen his mighty, more know what 

relationship between Ji Shaojun and Ji Shaolei is. 

But in the clubhouse because they saw Wu Shao beaten, they took action, and, at that time, there were 

many hands chaos, they think Ji Shaojun also certainly do not know who actually beaten, plus the Wu 

family in the back, their courage is also a lot. 

But now suddenly here to see Ji Shao Lei, these people were immediately startled, their legs were weak, 

their faces were white …… 

“Humph!” 

Wu Zhiyong saw the situation, immediately face gloomy a few, these people’s performance, is too much 

shame, but also indirectly shows that in their hearts Wu family is inferior to Ji family, he Wu Zhiyong is 

even inferior to Ji Shaolei …… 



Wu Zhiyong gloomy face, also do not care about other people, just lead Wu Zhipan stride forward. 

Finally, the two sides came face to face! 

Wu Zhiyong sank his face and said, “Get out of the way!” 

He and Ji Shaolei simply do not want to say a word more, because Ji Shaolei in front of him is only a 

small word, if Ji Shaodong here is more or less. 

But Ji Shaolei sneered: “Wu Da Shao is really a great prestige, but …… if I do not let open?” 

“A good dog does not block the way, get out of the way!” Before Wu Zhiyong could speak, Wu Zhipan 

pointed at Ji Shaolei and rebuked. 

“Swish!” 

Ji Shaolei’s gaze was abruptly fixed on him and said coldly, “This is the first time! I’ll take note of this 

statement of yours!” 

Seeing Ji Shaolei’s cold gaze, Wu Zhipan couldn’t help but feel a little weak, but thinking about Wu 

Zhiyong being next to him, he grunted, “What do you think you are?!” 

“This is the second time!” Ji Shaolei said coldly. 

“Ji Feng, what do you want to do?!” Wu Zhiyong spoke up, he stared at Ji Feng and asked in a deep 

voice. 

“Do what?” 

Ji Feng laughed mockingly, “What did your Wu family’s people do that you are not clear about? Now you 

actually ask me what I want to do? Wu Zhiyong, are you out of your mind, or do you think I’m as out of 

my mind as you are?” 

Wu Zhiyong said in a deep voice: “So, you want to retaliate back?” 

“Ji family people never take the initiative to cause trouble, but that doesn’t mean we are afraid of 

things!” Ji Feng said coldly, “How we were bullied, we will definitely retaliate back!” 

“You!” 

Ji Shaolei pointed at Wu Zhipan and shouted coldly, “Get over here!” 

Wu Zhipan said angrily: “Ji Shao Lei, you less arrogant in front of me, others are afraid of you, I’m not 

afraid ……” 

“Ji Shaojun!” 

Ji Shao Lei ignored him, turned his head and said in a deep voice: “How you were beaten, how to 

retaliate back!” 

Hoo~! 



Ji Shaojun immediately rushed over, a kick on the stomach of Wu Zhipan, immediately kicked him to the 

ground, this time Ji Shaojun, but remembered the bullying he had suffered, directly is a kick after kick 

without mercy on the body of Wu Zhipan. 

“Grass! I let you fucking crazy!” 

“Doggone thing, get up, get up and fight me!” 

“I’ll fucking kill you ……” 

At this moment, Ji Shaojun will be his humiliation and bullying suffered during this period of time are 

completely vent out, the more he thought the more angry, so when hitting a more unforgiving, the Wu 

Zhipan to beat the head rolling on the ground screaming. 

Wu Zhiyong looked furious: “Stop!” 

But Ji Shaojun but how could listen to him, instead of playing more fierce! 

“Ji Feng, you really want to play, don’t you?” Wu Zhiyong looked at Ji Feng sinisterly, “Then let’s both 

play, don’t do this!” 

“Bullshit!” 

Ji Shaolei sneered, “What do you think you are good at again?!” 

Ji Feng, on the other hand, said indifferently, “Just beating this bastard is already cheap, if there is 

another time …… hum!” 

Wu Zhiyong’s face was steeply gloomy, and he turned his head to those other family sons and daughters 

and said in a deep voice: “Aren’t you all friends of Little Pan? Now that you’re watching him get beaten 

up, none of you are helping?” 

“Let’s go together! Help Young Wu!” 

A guy who was more sincere to the Wu family shouted, and the others were about to lunge forward at 

once. 

At that moment, Ji Shao Lei’s eyes glared and he shouted with a sullen face, “I’ll see if any of you dare to 

take half a step forward!” 

All of a sudden, those who were about to rush forward as if they had been cast a fixation general, the 

feet suddenly stopped. 

Ji Shaolei stood long and coldly stared at them: “Today I am standing here, I see who dares to come 

over!” 

“……” 

No one dares to move, although some people still have a look of defiance in their eyes, but do not dare 

to openly challenge Ji Shaolei, not to mention the Ji family, a huge family whose power overshadows the 

sky, how much pressure they bring, just Ji Shaolei, once in the fancy circle of prestigious class grandson, 

is not something they can easily challenge! 



This scene looked at Wu Zhiyong’s face iron blue, watching Wu Zhipan was beaten by Ji Shaojun to roll 

on the ground continuously screaming, Wu Zhiyong gritted his teeth and said, “Ji Feng, are you trying to 

start a war?!” 

“Pop!” 

A resounding slap! 

In an instant, the entire field suddenly fell silent! 

Everyone looked dumbfounded at the scene in front of them and couldn’t believe their eyes – the titled 

Wu Zhiyong, the leading figure of the third generation of the Wu family and most likely the future 

successor of the Wu family, was slapped loudly by Ji Feng in front of a large audience! 

The scene in front of him, the loud slap, was like a thunderbolt in the clear sky, exploding in everyone’s 

ears, causing everyone to feel dizzy! 

Wu Zhiyong, was actually Ji Feng slapped, and …… or in front of so many people! 

Even Ji Shaolei, also suddenly froze, he was stunned by Ji Feng’s behavior. 

Slapped Wu Zhiyong’s slap …… 

Also frozen, there was Ji Shaojun! Even Wu Zhipan, who was rolling on the ground holding his head and 

screaming, also froze, just lying on the ground with his head half-angled, staring dumbly at the scene in 

front of him …… 
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Wu Zhiyong, surprisingly, was fiercely slapped by Ji Feng. 

That slap was so …… loud! 

So much so that everyone present couldn’t help but be stunned, especially the group of dudes who 

followed Wu Zhipan and Wu Zhiyong out of the police station, who were actually frozen after seeing this 

scene! 

The titled Wu family’s youngest, unexpectedly …… 

Everyone froze, no one expected that Ji Feng was so severe, went up is a fierce slap flung over, 

unmercifully hit Wu Zhiyong’s face! 

Even Wu Zhiyong himself, froze. 

Only Ji Shaolei, who had been gnashing his teeth next to him, was stunned for a moment after seeing 

this scene, and then his face immediately showed a wildly happy look, and he excitedly roared: “Good! 

Good fight! It’s fucking great! Third child, well done!” 

Ji Shaolei this shout, suddenly let everyone back to their senses, everyone together straight hooked to 

look at Wu Zhiyong, subconsciously want to know what kind of reaction Wu Zhiyong will have. 

As the youngest of the Wu family, but was slapped by Ji Feng in front of so many people, Wu Zhiyong 

was so humiliated, I’m afraid to fight with Ji Feng! 



On the contrary, Ji Feng, as if he had done something insignificant, just stared at Wu Zhiyong with a cold 

gaze and said in a deep voice: “Even if I want to start a war, so what?!” 

A touch of fiddling humiliation rose from Wu Zhiyong’s heart, especially seeing Ji Feng’s indifferent 

expression, all the humiliations he had suffered in the past at Ji Feng’s hands surfaced in a flash, which 

made Wu Zhiyong hate to the point of no return, that intense to the extreme shock and humiliation, 

which made Wu Zhiyong’s body tremble vaguely a little. 

“…… good! Good!” 

Wu Zhiyong’s eyes were red, staring deadly at Ji Feng, nodding heavily! 

Wu Zhiyong had long been furious to the extreme! 

If possible, he will definitely go up to Ji Feng a knife cut alive, this is not enough, after cutting Ji Feng’s 

flesh, he will have to Ji Feng’s bones one by one all off …… not so, are not enough to relieve Wu 

Zhiyong’s heart of hate! 

But Wu Zhiyong finally did not do so, despite the strong to the incomparable hatred has filled his whole 

body, but the last remaining trace of reason or let Wu Zhiyong keep the last bit of calm. 

…… He knows he is not Ji Feng’s opponent! 

Or strictly speaking, even if he is on all fours, he is not a match for Ji Feng’s fingertips! 

Now so go up to Ji Feng to fight, that is only to take their own humiliation, and a more vicious 

humiliation than now, perhaps it will be another slap, perhaps …… 

Wu Zhiyong clenched his fists, staring deadly at Ji Feng, eyes shot fiddling hatred! 

“You, you dare to hit my big brother?” Wu Zhipan, who was originally lying on the ground screaming 

miserably, looked at Ji Feng in shock after seeing this scene, and couldn’t help but subconsciously 

murmur. 

“You really don’t want to live ……” 

In the minds of the other sons and daughters of the Wu family, Wu Zhiyong was the boss, an iconic 

figure, their leader! 

Now that Wu Zhiyong was beaten up, this simply made them feel incredible! 

Ji Feng was dead! 

That’s what Wu Zhipan thought: “You’re dead, you’re dead ……” 

However, no one paid attention to Wu Zhipan, did not even look at him, Ji Feng just stared at Wu 

Zhiyong, said in a deep voice: “Wu Zhiyong, I think you really go back the more you live! Ji Shaojun beat 

this son of a bitch, this is wanting to start a war, then, this son of a bitch specifically to order Ji Shaojun’s 

woman, what is this?” 

“If we follow your reasoning, I think you guys are trying to play with your lives!” 



Ji Feng coldly shouted, “Only allow the state officials to set fire, not allow the people to light a lamp, 

your reasoning is really fucking domineering!” 

Wu Zhiyong’s face was incomparably gloomy, but the clear slap mark on one side of his face was so 

stinging, he stared deadly at Ji Feng, not saying a word. 

Things have come to this point, saying anything is nonsense, not to mention the relationship between 

the two has long been to the point of no death, there is no need to say more nonsense. Now, Ji Feng 

gave him a slap, which is undoubtedly to have been as frosty hatred has added some more weight! 

Wu Zhiyong did not say anything, but it does not mean that Ji Feng will just let it go. 

He said in a cold voice: “Wu Zhiyong I tell you, today not only Ji Shaojun hit Wu Zhipan, if you dare to 

talk nonsense, I’ll even hit you together! I heard that those days when I had an accident in the 

northeast, the children of your Wu family targeted our Ji family everywhere, you Wu Zhiyong even put 

up the faction of the youngest Wu family to press our family, you’re arrogant!” 

Speaking here he fiercely pointed at Wu Zhiyong and shouted, “I tell you! Today we are here to take 

revenge, how you bully us, we will definitely retaliate back, if you can, you continue to put on your 

martial family youngster’s head to try, you see I dare not smash your little white face!” 

“Good!” 

Ji Shaolei immediately shouted, “Good! It hurts!” 

Ji Feng’s words were really a big hit, all these years, how had anyone in the Ji family ever shouted such 

raised eyebrows to the people of the Wu family? 

The boss Ji Shaodong although strong wrist, but people are very stable, easily not involved in this kind of 

playboy between the battle of passion, while he Ji Shaolei and Wu Zhiyong, but also some gap, Ji Shaolei 

naturally know, so he will not take his own humiliation. 

So all along, no one has really been able to cure the Wu family of these arrogant bastards. 

But today, Ji Feng is a sweep of this disadvantage of the Ji family in the past, with the loudest voice, the 

most straightforward way, pointing to Wu Zhiyong’s nose, shouted these words! 

Raising his eyebrows! 

Soundly! 

Wu Zhiyong, however, just stared at Ji Feng and said coldly: “I remember your words …… go!” 

“Go?!” 

Ji Feng sneered: “Where to go?!” 

Wu Zhiyong’s face was gloomy to the extreme: “What, you still want to leave me behind?” 

Ji Feng said, “I don’t dare! You can go! However, what this son of a bitch did, he knows clearly in his own 

heart, he can’t go …… You don’t have to glare at me, Wu Zhiyong, today I’ll tell you plainly, this time I 



came back to Yanjing, just to take revenge, how your Wu family people bullied my brothers before… 

…Humph!” 

Wu Zhiyong’s eyes suddenly became a few more gloomy, and he said in a cold voice: “Then you’ll kill 

him!” 

Ji Feng grunted, “Kill him? That’s too cheap for him!” 

As he spoke, Ji Feng turned his head and said, “Shaojun, you’re relieved after just a few blows?” 

Wu Zhiyong could not help but face a black, eyes flashed a look of extreme anger. 

Ji Shaojun instantly understood, he raised his big foot high and kicked down fiercely towards Wu 

Zhipan’s face with his forty-odd yard shoes. 

“Ah…!” 

The miserable scream rang out again, making Wu Zhiyong’s face steeply more gloomy and iron blue, and 

also startling the group of dudes not far away! 

Ji Shaojun’s kick, as well as Ji Feng just to Wu Zhiyong, unconcerned to say that hegemonic words, as if a 

declaration, in telling everyone – bullying a few people, wait for revenge to come! 

All of the fops couldn’t help but change their faces dramatically, seeing Ji Shaojun kick after kick without 

mercy, the screams were so ear-splitting that their hearts jumped and chills ran up their backs! 

This, is the bullying declaration belonging to Ji Feng! 

He was declaring war on all those who had bullied the children of the Ji family ……! 

And Wu Zhiyong, at this moment, but only cold face, take out the phone aimed at Ji Shaojun, no doubt, 

if Ji Shaojun dare to continue to fight, then I’m afraid the next will have to spend time in detention. 

Ji Feng is not at all moved, only to stop Ji Shaojun said: “Shaojun, in detention for a few days, no 

problem, right?” 

“Boom!” 

Ji Shaojun answered him with a practical action, another kick on Wu Zhipan’s body. And at this time, 

where is the arrogance of Wu Zhipan before? By Ji Shaojun successive fierce kick, long ago is already 

painful body trembling, like a dead dog general lying on the ground, miserable to the extreme. 

Wu Zhiyong face iron blue! 

At this moment, he finally felt a deep sense of powerlessness in Ji Feng, Ji Feng really launched a 

ruthless, can be so rogue, so …… harsh! 

I don’t know what happened, Wu Zhiyong’s heart suddenly had a kind of fear. 

In the end, it was the police found the situation at the gate, hurriedly reported to Director Zhou, and 

then by Director Zhou brought people out, calmed down the matter, only just went through the bail 

procedures of Ji Shaojun, but again was locked up, the next waiting for him, I’m afraid will be a period of 

detention. 



As for Wu Zhipan’s injuries, Ji Feng has swept a glance at the chest, go through the formal process Ji 

Shaojun will not have any trouble. 

So, Ji Feng and Ji Shaolei left again. 

But the matter did not end with the departure of the two of them, on the contrary, Ji Feng’s words at 

the entrance of the police station, with the group of playboy’s hasty departure, and spread throughout 

Yanjing. 

This does not know how many people are shocked, especially those families that are close to the Wu 

family, but also hurriedly summoned their own family’s children, asking if they had targeted the Ji 

family, but it can be imagined that these people are usually so close to the Wu family, and how is it 

possible to set aside? 

The sons and daughters of the Wu family like to be surrounded when they go out, and those dudes who 

follow the sons and daughters of the Wu family can’t be that honest when they encounter the Ji family, 

or people from the Ji family lineage? 

So, the whole Yanjing in just half a day was in chaos. 

But where some of the Wu family’s children often go, almost all of the people of the Ji family, or some 

social hooligans, and then some fights and brawls, and the beaten, without exception, are the Wu 

family’s children, or the children of other families of the Wu family! 

In this way, Ji Feng announced the revenge of the Ji family! 

People do not offend me I do not offend, but if people offend me, I will return it tenfold! 

 


